On a recent trip to the United Kingdom, I went to see Les Enfants Terribles's production of Inside Pussy Riot, a show irresistibly billed as "an immersive theatrical punk production." I arrived early and set about filling out the show's waiver, which reminded participants that the show was "not for the faint hearted." I checked the box acknowledging that I would be prepared to move around, be placed in confined spaces, and experience scenes of intense content. I then chose one of several political slogans that I said I would be prepared to stand up for in public and listed my Instagram and Twitter handles.
In the first of the many rooms we were guided through during the show, we donned bright balaclavas and were given placards with the slogans we had selected on the waiver. Our punky guide then led us into a mock version of Moscow's Cathedral of Christ the Saviour (but with images of Vladimir Putin, Kim Jongun, and Harvey Weinstein in the stained glass), where we started chanting our slogans. Soon, however, our protest was interrupted as the authorities arrived and put an abrupt end to our display of what they considered hooliganism. We were hauled into another room representing a police station and lambasted for our actions.
"Sir, do you know these people?," an officer asked me, standing too close to my face and pointing sneeringly at the other participants. I sheepishly shook my head. After all, I had just met them. "So, you're not part of this gang, then? You don't normally participate in riots?" As I mulled over the consequences of selling my new companions out, I realized I was still holding my incriminating green balaclava.
Another officer chimed in: "Do you deny that this is a photograph of you, sir?" I looked over at a TV monitor above the officer's desk. It showed a photo of me at the Women's March in Toronto in 2016, standing in front of a neon pink sign saying, "Our Power." There was no escaping it: They'd caught me red-handed.
I laughed meekly; the troupe had laid a simple trap, and I fell right into it. The photo they had found seemed to offer irrefutable proof of my hooliganism. It helped them piece together a story they wanted to tell about my character. In the play, this would result in a sentence of several minutes of pointless labour (counting pennies and trying to thread impossibly small needles) and a brief experience of solitary confinement. 1 In this simulation of an arrest, I was suddenly made aware of the vulnerabilities created by our online identities. Moreover, it felt uncanny to realize I was being watched, even if I knew that I'd wilfully created a public profile and even if I'd always known that the images that I supplied to the world could be seen by anyone. What other stories could they be telling about me?
The eagerness with which we share information about ourselves and our activities lies at the centre of a shift in thinking about surveillance culture today. As we have come to share more information about our lives on social media, those data have become increasingly subject to surveillance by both governments and private companies. The new phase of surveillance, in other words, is participatory. And according to scholars such as Julie Cohen, in its latest phase, surveillance is becoming gamified (248). Consumers are coaxed into supplying information to marketers by playing apparently innocuous (and often mediocre) games.
Gamification requires new ways of thinking about surveillance and the kinds of truths it purports to tell. Compared to previous phases of surveillance culture, it is lighter, freer, more commercial, more automated, and possibly even fun. Theatre Conspiracy's recent immersive theatre play, Foreign Radical (the script of which is printed in this issue), explores the intersection of traditional state surveillance and the turn toward participation and gamification. Before examining how the play intervenes in surveillance discourse, I want to briefly summarize the shifts that have taken place in how we understand surveillance.
Phase 1: Know who is watching you
For a long time, the notion of surveillance was dominated by the Orwellian image of the Big State, policed by shadowy agents who gather information to keep its citizens in line. The chief metaphor to describe this model was the panopticon, adapted by Michel Foucault from nineteenth-century philosopher Jeremy Bentham.
Bentham's intention was to improve the efficiency of prisons. He drew up plans for a prison to be constructed with the cells arranged in a circle with a tower located in the centre (the panopticon). There, a guard would be stationed and would be able to view any of the inmates at any time without being seen by them. As the prisoners would never know whether the guard was looking in their direction, they would be compelled to behave as if they were being watched at all times. Though Bentham thought of his project, which was never realized in his lifetime, as offering an enlightened way of treating prisoners, the potential impact of the panopticon as a way of manipulating behaviour did not escape him. Instead of applying physical force to prisoners, the panopticon allowed for "a new mode of obtaining power of mind over mind," which Bentham sought to harness as a way to reform immoral citizens (31).
It is precisely the insidious way that the panopticon influences behaviour that makes it, for Foucault, the paradigmatic model of surveillance of our time. The panopticon allows for an exercise of power from within, so to speak, as individuals police themselves. It replaces the cumbersome apparatus of force with an internal policing by those who are being watched. The power of watching translates into knowledge: The guard is the one 'in the know.' Because this means that power needs to be exercised in the form of force less frequently, the panopticon is also a labour-saving measure. In Foucault's view, the panopticon is not only a model for the prison but the final stage of a process of socialization that takes place throughout modern society. "Prison," Foucault says provocatively, "continues … a work begun elsewhere, which the whole of society pursues on each individual through innumerable mechanisms of discipline" (302-303). The process of disciplining bodies through surveillance drives the construction of the central institutions of our age: hospitals, asylums, prisons, schools, and housing estates, each of which is constructed with an eye to how power will watch over those who inhabit them but remain unseen (Foucault 171).
Phase 2: Eyes are everywhere
While the metaphor of the panopticon reveals much about how power is embedded in ways of watching, it remains a somewhat dystopian notion that understands power only as a cruel disciplinary force, and society as little more than a prison, where there is little hope for resistance. Furthermore, the panopticon suggests that social control is the primary aim of surveillance rather than a by-product of the more mundane goals of enhancing efficiency, gathering information, ensuring security, or accumulating profits.
The theory seems to presume that there is a centre where power looks out on society from a metaphoric tower. Today, though, surveillance has no centre, embedded as it is in myriad government and commercial structures. But Foucault was certainly correct that surveillance depends on the complicity of the prisoner. As he put it, we are the "bearers of our own surveillance" systems (qtd. in Lyon 22). David Lyon points out that surveillance today relies on the involvement of the general population, who are motivated not by fear but by the "genuine benefits and plausible rationales as well as palpable disadvantages" that they believe will result from their participation in it (22). This leads Lyon to describe contemporary surveillance as a rhizome: "more like a creeping plant than a central tree trunk with spreading branches" (20). Today's surveillance culture has become a sprawling multibillion-dollar industry with no centre and, seemingly, no end (as referenced in the title of Glenn Greenwald's book on the subject, No Place to Hide). Surveillance extends across digital and material space. It operates using CCTV cameras, consumer surveys, biometric data, guerrilla marketing, and the information we willingly provide it through social media, which is processed and calibrated using mass data-sorting technology and artificial intelligence. The information that is reaped about us is sought by governments and corporations alike. It is at the centre of the information economy, and it is rapidly becoming one of the hottest commodities on the market.
Phase 3: Play the game
Foreign Radical stages the concept of gamified surveillance in a cleverly self-conscious fashion. The play follows the story of Hesam, an Iranian-Canadian man who is suspected of involvement in terrorist activities. The audience will be asked to deliberate on his guilt or innocence, but they receive the facts of his case by participating in an interactive game led by a campy seventies-style talk show host. 
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The game takes place in a room organized into four quadrants (See diagram in Foreign Radical). The Host quizzes participants on aspects of their behaviour, making them reveal a variety of facts about their lives, from the mundane (whether they shop online) to the intimate (whether they watch pornography). For each question, the participants must identify their position publicly and step to a given quadrant depending on their answer. As the play goes on, the questions become more sensitive, both personally ("I have used someone else's secret against them") and politically ("I would report anyone expressing jihadist views").
This public sorting of people on the basis of their responses to banal questions mimics the creation of silos of shared values that often characterizes online communities. As participants shuffle around, they are left in physical proximity to only those they have experience in common with. But in stark contrast to online worlds, this public taking of positions occurs in front of other people and is therefore subject to a certain peer scrutiny. In Clio Unger's analysis of spectatorship in live and online interactive performance, she notes a discrepancy in behaviour between those who are "co-present" with others in a room and those who are only "tele-present," as Matthew Causey puts it (qtd. in Unger 205). The anonymity of Internet spectatorship, Unger finds, enables participants to explore behaviour that they might not engage in if they were among peers who might find it ethically suspect. By bringing this data-sorting into a live setting, the play asks us to look at it in a different light. During the show, there is often a brief hesitation before the participants decide whether they will participate honestly. It is that moment of hesitation that most clearly draws attention to the stakes involved in taking a public position on an issue. In the version I saw, the question about pornography produced a moment of awkwardness, as no one offered to move to the quadrant indicating that they did. The Host had to diffuse the tension by teasing the audience until some were willing to step into the appropriate quadrant. The exercise reveals some of the limits of data-gathering for producing a reliable indication of behaviour, as people's willingness to admit to their real behaviour is inhibited by the need to save face in public. But, the show is also a game, and the desire to make the game work encourages participation. Indeed, creators Tim Carlson and David Mesiha were pleased to note that audiences were enthusiastic about revealing intimate aspects about themselves, even when their views were controversial given the likely makeup of the audience (Carlson; Mesiha) . This enthusiasm for sharing is what makes the show work; it is also the attitude that gamified surveillance depends on.
Once participants are in their respective quadrants, the group must vote on which one of them appears to embody characteristics associated with the question: They are asked to choose who is the most radical, the most suspicious, and the most paranoid. The people chosen by the group are then escorted into different parallel rooms, where they receive clues about Hesam's case that the rest of the group is denied. The vote playfully parodies the perceptions that inhere in reading surveillance data. What stories do data tell about us? Is the person who never uses their credit card online and only chats using encrypted services the most paranoid or the most sensible? Does their behaviour mean they have something hide? Although proponents present mass data as a clean, objective way of looking at facts, it is clear that readers carry their prejudices into their reading of it.
Recommendation: You shouldn't wear that body
In 2002, the Pentagon announced the launch of its Terrorism Information Awareness project, which aims to "sift every electronic trail left behind in the US by terrorist suspects" (Ball and Webster 3) . The project gives officers sweeping powers to trace credit card reports, shopping receipts, parking tickets, rental payments, airline tickets, immigration control records, ATM usage, and telephone calls, in an attempt to find evidence of potential terrorist activity by analyzing patterns of behaviour. Far from being impartial, such data-mining systems often reinforce normative categories of identity. As Hille Koskela points out, people are slotted into "pre-supposed categorizations, such as male/female, age, nationality, employment, neighbourhood," over which they have very little control (49). In this way, surveillance acts as a "way of imposing norms," according to John Fiske, that comes to be wielded disproportionately against people from marginalized communities (qtd. in Browne 72).
Foreign Radical plays on the racialization of surveillance in several ways. First, it begins with the body of Hesam standing naked in the centre of the audience. The facts of the case against him are listed off by a disembodied Voice. By separating the case from the body, the play reflects the way that surveillance data create a 'data double' of a suspect. As Lyon describes it, "surveillance works by abstracting bodies from places, splitting them into flows to be reassembled as virtual data-doubles" (21). Koskela points out that sometimes such data doubles can "'take over' one's material body, as in the case where a person ends up on a black list of international travel restrictions without knowing the reason why" (49). It is this double that the participants will have to deliberate on as they rule on Hesam's innocence. Presenting Hesam nude in awkward proximity to the audience emphasizes the alienating process that occurs when someone's data are abstracted from their person.
More important, it matters that Hesam's body is brown and that he hails from an Islamic country. "Risk is read on the body," as Sherene Razack points out, and bodies that appear to be "Muslim looking or Arab looking" have come to be associated with risk in surveillance culture (31). The play highlights the stigmatization of these communities by setting up what I would describe as an Islamophobic red herring. Details of Hesam's faith are scattered in the evidence that is invoked about his character. We learn, for example, that he was a member of the Muslim Students Association at Laval University, that he was carrying a book of Islamic theology in his suitcase, and that the book includes passages by clerics who, though not themselves tied to terrorism, once instructed members of al Qaeda. The chain of metonymy linking Hesam to terrorism via Islam may be logically flawed, but it nevertheless works to drum up suspicions against him. The play's aim, it seems, is to feed the audience Islamophobic bait in order to make visible the insidious ways that Islamophobia colours people's judgment.
A similar operation occurs with language, as the play features lines of dialogue delivered in Farsi and Arabic or projected on the screen in Arabic script. In the post-9/11 context, Middle Eastern languages have come to be heard as signs of risk; words become emptied of their meaning as they come to signify suspicious activity regardless of their content. 2 The play uses these phrases as red herrings, giving the impression that something secret is being communicated, even though the actual content of the phrases is innocuous (in this way, the lines also function as inside jokes for audience members who do speak those languages). This is possible because surveillance culture has coded signs of Middle Eastern identity as 'abnormal,' apart from the rest of the body politic and indicative of higher risk.
By mimicking and exposing these racializing processes, the play traces the effects of surveillance culture on general opinion. In this way, it points to how surveillance conscripts the broader population into participating in the stories it tells about people. Moreover, as the case against Hesam comes to rest increasingly on his Middle Eastern and Islamic identity, the show reveals the role that racism and Islamophobia come to play in the interpretation of surveillance data. Although surveillance operates on a seemingly empirical basis, the stories it tells about people nevertheless remain fictions, assembled from statistical probability and speculation. In this way, surveillance adds to the sense that we live in a post-truth society.
Notes

